THE PRISON AND THE GALLOWS

Over the past three decades the United States has built a carceral state that is unprecedented among Western countries and in U.S. history. Nearly one in fifty people, excluding children and the elderly, is incarcerated today, a rate unsurpassed anywhere else in the world. What are some of the main political forces that explain this unprecedented reliance on mass imprisonment? Specifically, why didn’t the construction of the carceral state face more political opposition? Throughout American history, crime and punishment have been central features of American political development. This book examines the development of four key movements – the victims’ movement, the women’s movement, the prisoners’ rights movement, and opponents of the death penalty – that mediated the construction of the carceral state in important ways. It shows how punitive penal policies were forged by particular social movements and interest groups within the constraints of larger institutional structures and historical developments that distinguish the United States from other Western countries.
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Toward the end of my two-year stint teaching in Xian, China, in the 1980s, I thought I was inured to shocking scenes. And then I was shopping at the local outdoor produce market on a glorious sunny day in late spring when I heard a racket of loudspeakers. I looked up to see an aging flatbedded truck slowly winding its way through the crowded streets. In the back were about a half-dozen men with shaved, bowed heads, nondescript baggy uniforms, and blank faces. Watched over by crisply dressed police officers, each man slowly shuffled forward as his name was called. The blaring loudspeakers recited his alleged crimes and pronounced his sentence: death.

Over the previous months, my students had told me stories about witnessing executions at crowded outdoor stadiums. And Xian had been peppered with posters with big red X’s scrawled across the mug shots of people rounded up in the “strike hard” campaign against crime, some for violations as egregious as petty larceny. Yet witnessing the punitive, unforgiving, and seemingly invincible arm of the state directly in action in the everyday setting of a bustling market deeply unsettled me.

After working for more than six years on this book about mass imprisonment in the United States, I remain similarly shocked and unsettled. The United States today has an incarcerated population that dwarfs that of China, a country that is several times larger and has at best only democratic aspirations and pretensions. The shock is all the greater in the U.S. case not only because of the enormity of the American carceral state, but also because of its invisibility—the invisibility of the numerous prisons that dot rural America and the desolate outskirts of urban areas; the more than two million men and women locked up on any given day; the hundreds of thousands released from prison each year with stunted employment, economic, educational, and social prospects; and the millions of families and children unhinged by the carceral state.

Most striking of all is that this vast, unrelenting, and costly punitive thrust in public policy has not been a central topic of political debate.
and political analysis. While politicians and public officials still regularly invoke the war on crime, the carceral state and its far-reaching consequences for U.S. society, economy, and polity have not been a leading political concern. Nor has the fact that disadvantaged groups in the United States, especially blacks and the poor, disproportionately shoulder the crushing weight of the carceral state.

As I was completing the final revisions for this book, I took a week off to participate in the intensive training for faculty interested in teaching in the Inside/Out Prison Exchange Program. Originated by Lori Pompa at Temple University, Inside/Out takes college students behind prison walls to study alongside imprisoned men and women in a semester-long course on some specific topic. Much of my Inside/Out training took place at Graterford Prison, a maximum-security facility for men about an hour from Philadelphia, with members of the prison’s “Think Tank.” Nearly all of the men in the Think Tank are lifers. In a state where “life means life,” they are likely to live and die behind prison walls. Despite their bleak prospects, a number of them expressed optimism about their potential—and the potential of those of us on the outside—to fundamentally challenge the carceral state in our lifetimes.

This book is my modest contribution to that cause. Writing it has been a bleak, sobering experience. Yet if the lifers in Graterford can somehow keep alive a sense of hope and political efficacy, then those of us on the outside also must not succumb to fatalistic despair as we excavate and consider the formidable political and other forces that built the carceral state and sustain it.
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